
Work Effectively From Home
Ergonomic support and seated comfort can make a crucial difference for employee health and well-being. Stay focused, engaged 
and healthy by utilizing these great Haworth products in your home office delivered within six business days.*

Fern®

Fern’s ergonomic innovations provide total 
back support and respond to your every 
movement. One option available.

Seating  (2-3 week delivery)
Move Often, Sit Well. Seated comfort can make a crucial difference for employee health and well-being. Haworth’s commitment to the science of sitting is grounded in our 
history of strong design, engineering, and manufacturing—and our ergonomic expertise—to support people at work. 

Zody®

Zody features a patented PAL back system 
that allows users to set their own comfort 
throughout the day. Two options available.
.

Very®

Very adeptly responds to the body's 
movements for user-controlled comfort. Three 
options available.

Soji®
Soji is a reliable task seating solution that offers 
support for a wide range of people, postures, 
and workstyles. Three options available.

Hop®

Hop height-adjustable tables provide ergonomic 
solutions that promote movement for people 
throughout the day. Multiple size and finish 
options available.
.

Ergotron® LX Single Monitor Arm
Ergotron monitor arms can attach to just about 
any table or desktop. They enable quick, 
responsive adjustments that give each user 
greater control of their work environment. Three 
options available.

Ergotron® Workfit Sit-Stand 
Desktop Workstation 
The Sit-Stand workstation offers generous height-
adjustment ranges. Each choice empowers users 
with greater freedom of movement and control. 
Two options available.

Tables & Ergonomic Accessories (2-3 week delivery)
Applying ergonomic principals to workstation layouts will ensure users are physically supported for health and wellness while working. Height-adjustable tables provide 
ergonomic solutions that promote movement for people throughout the day. Position monitor arms and keyboards to the most comfortable and ergonomic height to help 
reduce eye, neck and back discomfort.

For more information:
contact-us@makespacework.com

613-738-1003

*Subject to product availability and location.

Starting from $675.00

Starting from $659.00

Also
available

Starting from $575.00 Starting from $469.00 Starting from $399.00

Starting from 
$150.00

Starting from 
$425.00
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